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6

Abstract7

The Post-Crimean period gave us a series of new concepts in international relations, and one8

of them is the Collective West Concept. Being invented in the academic sphere several years9

before the Crimean case, the concept intervened the Russian public and political discourse. In10

this article I argue that the Collective West concept has become an instrument of additional11

securitization of the West in the discourse of Russian media. To prove the hypothesis, I have12

used the discourse analysis and concept mining methodology. I have created a sample of13

Media messages and by means of concept mining soft have coded the sample. In this research14

project I was interested in finding correlations between the Collective West and separate15

Western countries and actors (NATO, Germany, Norway, Estonia). After creating a16

correlation model for these concepts, I have looked at the overall semantic and argumentation17

context of the concepts usage. The results of the research give me an opportunity to conclude,18

that the Collective West Concept is mostly used by Russian Media in negative context. Such19

big international actors as Germany is included in the Collective West Concept, when the20

context of speaking about it is also negative. At the same time NATO is depicted as an21

instrument for the Collective West anti-Russian strategy. Such small European countries as22

Norway and Estonia are not mentioned in correlation with the Collective West. The main23

trend in Russian Media towards the West is simplification and intense securitization.24

25

Index terms—26

1 Introduction27

uring the post-Crimean period the image of the Western countries in the leading Russian Media sources is28
becoming more and more negative. At the same time, the Western think tanks consider this trend in Russian29
media to be a result of a special information politics of propaganda and disinformation. ?? We can find the same30
approach towards Western media in some Russian research institutes, when most of the argumentation about31
Russia and attitudes to Russian politics is perceived as propaganda. ?? Unfortunately, this kind of approach32
does not provide a comprehensive understanding of the situation. This research is developed in the frame of33
securitization theory, which assumes that the two political entities face each other as a threat and create a34
spiral of mutual confrontation. ?? Moreover, we can notice an anxious trend toward ”simplification” of the35
Western actor by emerging the concept of ”collective West” in the official Russian discourse. Using the media36
sphere analysis, we make the deconstruction of current Russian discourse towards the selected Western actors37
(Germany, Norway, Estonia, and NATO). The cognitive mapping approach (in classical Axelrod’s’ methodology38
of text coding That is why we look at Russian securitization discourse towards the Western actors as an integral39
part of the overall securitization process, being developed in post-Crimean period.40
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3 II. THE CONCEPT OF THE WEST -WESTERN AND RUSSIAN
INTERPRETATION

2 441

) as well as concept mining methodology ?? In this paper I would like to focus on the following tasks. First, to42
define to what degree the mention of NATO, Germany, Norway, and Estonia are correlated to the mention of43
collective West in Russian Media. Second, I am going to define at what connotation -negative of positive the term44
collective West is used. Third, I will look at the context of using the term and to find the differences. Finally, I45
will define at gives us an opportunity to create a model of securitization Russian media sphere discourse towards46
the Western actors.47

The main hypothesis of this research is that the ongoing simplification of the Western actor in the Russian48
media strengthens the securitization effect. And on the contrary -the diversification of the opponent may lead to49
the de-escalation in the conflict situation.50

what degree the usage of term influences the securitization process between Russia and Western countries, or51
what discursive methods are used by Russian Media to securitize the Collective West concept. In the first part52
of the paper, we will look at the concept of Collective West, how it emerged and developed through the scientific53
and political discourse. Second, I will look at the methodology, which was used in this research for the evidence54
on how the Collective West Concept is used in Russian Media. Third, as soon as we use the concept mining55
method, we will look at the main regularities of codes distribution and finally we will make the conclusions.56

3 II. The Concept of the West -Western and Russian Interpre-57

tation58

The concept appeared in the Russian political and media discourse not so long ago but has spread rather quickly.59
It is usually used when political actors or journalists would like to mention Western countries in general. On60
the one hand, it may seem rather convenient, as we can mention all the Western countries without naming each61
of them. On the other hand, such simplification and generalization lead to the misperception of the West. In62
this paper I suggest, that using this concept creates more intolerant atmosphere in Media and promotes further63
securitization and escalation in Russian -Western relations.64

The West as a concept has never been as obvious, as one would like it to be. We use the concept to speak65
about the geography, geopolitics, culture, economy. The West concept is under discussion in the western scientific66
literature. M. Kimmage in his book ”The Abandonment of the West” points out, that The West has several67
meanings: point of the Compass, ”Zapad” (Falling) ?? , sunset, Abendland (the Land of the Evening). ?? In68
1914, the London Times pointed out that Russia is outside of the Western World. The first and the second World69
Wars as well as the Cold War were wars between the Western and Eastern Worlds. From the point of view of70
the Western political and scientific71

The Sun starts its movement in the East (the Orient) and finishes in Europe, in the West. According to72
Kimmage, the geopolitical meaning came slowly to the West. At the same time, The West -is a place, a value,73
and an idea.74

Gradually formed several dichotomies such as Athens as the West vs. Persian East; Western Half of Roman75
Empire vs. the Eastern half; the Latin (Western) variant of Christianity vs. the Eastern Orthodox Church; the76
Christians in the whole vs. the Muslim World; Liberal Democratic Western World vs. Eastern Authoritarianism77
and Communism.78

discourse, the collapse of the USSR in 1991 means the victory of the Western Model. And the main task for79
the Western countries was -to export the model around the World. This plan was successful until the moment,80
when Russian political establishment decided to develop their own geopolitical interest and ideas.81

The Putin’s Munich Speech in 2007 has started the radical turnout of Russian values from the Western variant82
towards the unique Russian standards and ideas. At the same time the NATO enlargement process was negatively83
perceived by the Russian political elite. Vladimir Putin pointed out: ”I think it is obvious that the process of84
NATO enlargement has nothing to do with the modernization of the alliance itself or with ensuring security in85
Europe. On the contrary, it is a seriously provoking factor that reduces the level of mutual trust”. ?? But what86
was the most remarkable in this speech -is that Putin commented negatively on the unipolar world: ”separate87
norms, ?, in fact, almost the entire system of law of one state, first of all, of course, of the United States, has88
stepped over its national borders in all spheres: in the economy, and in politics, and in the humanitarian sphere89
-and is imposed on other states” ?? The West as ”the other” is not a new idea for Russian public and political90
discourse. At the same time Russian affiliation with Europe and the West is still a ground for scientific and public91
discussions. As V. Baranovsky points out, ”debates on Europe have been part of Russia’s history throughout a92
last thousand years”. . Since 2007 Russia, consider the messianic mission of the USA as the threat to international93
stability and security. That is why since 2007 we can speak about the securitization of the USA, and gradually of94
the West generally in Russian political discourse. ??0 If till the 2007 and especially the 2014 Russia considered95
to be a part of the Western values and civilization, since the 2015 a period of competition between Russia and96
the USA and EU has started. 11 According to D. Trenin, Russia will not be the part of Europe, but ”will remain97
essentially European”. ??2 The Economic Eurasian project replaced the European one and Russia makes all98
the efforts to carry the leading role on the post-Soviet space. ??3 geopolitical conditions, the Russian political99
discourse needs a new concept to define the West in this new way of thinking. Important to note, that Russian100
official discourse did not come to the one term right away.101
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III. From ”Historical West” to ”Collective West” in Russian Public Political Discourse102
Why the West concept was not enough for Russian public and political discourse to speak about the Western103

countries? The concept ”collective West” was used before the Crimea case. For example, the Director of Carnegie104
Center Moscow Dmitry Trenin mentioned it in his monograph ”Integration and Identity: Russia and ”the new105
West” ??4 As the tension between Russia and Western countries escalated (after the Putin’s speech in Munich106
Conference in 2007), the use of the term changed. In one of the Carnegies’ books, we can find the term ”collective107
West” in quotes. in 2006. The concept was used to name the USA and EU, when experts spoke about their108
common politics or interests.109

4 15110

The term ”collective” has often been used by the Russian Ministry of Foreign affairs, but mostly with such111
terms as ”security”, ”decision”, ”efforts”, ”political will”, etc. The concept ”historical West” appears in 2014:112
”Recently, the contradiction between the objectively strengthening multipolarity and the desire of the United113
States and the historical West to preserve their usual dominant positions has become increasingly clear”.114

5 Now this trend to use quotes remains in liberal Media as soon115

as collective116

West without quotes is used more and more widely.117

6 16118

The term Collective West was incorporated by Maria Zakharova in 2016: ”At the moment, after the statements119
of the Russian leadership, it is no longer about ”how Russia does not get bogged down in Syria,” Apparently,120
Minister Lavrov was referring to the EU, but due to the fact that Russian relations with Western countries began121
to change for the worse, the public political Russian discourse needed a new term to designate a new status for122
the West. At the same time, it was an attempt to distinguish the USA and the EU from Russia, whereas the term123
West is quite vague and not fully defined. In the situation of international confrontation, it is crucially important124
to name the ”other”, the enemy and to distinguish it from others. ??4 ??7 Since then the term has been used125
sporadically, in quotations as well as without them. At the same time the term, ”historical West” was still used126
by Minister Lavrov in 2017 and 2018. But since May 2018 Minister Lavrov also uses the concept Collective127
West: ”But this ”common sense” implies the ability of the leaders of the collective West to act responsibly and128
predictably, to strictly abide by international law, relying on the UN Charter. In recent years, we have been129
increasingly compelled to doubt this ability”. ??8 President Putin started to use the concept of Collective West130
in 2021. In the last speech of President Putin for the Russian Federal Assembly on April 21, 2021, the term131
Collective West has been used once. ??9 The West is depicted as untrustworthy actor that tries to influence the132
internal political process in Belarus. At the same time from the point of view of President Putin the Collective133
West use so called ”double standards” when it pays no attention to the counterstate actions in Belarus. The134
conspiracy hints also take place in the Russian President speech: ”Apparently, it is not for nothing that Western135
colleagues stubbornly refuse It’s worth noting, that he also used the term with additional clarification -”so called”.136
This means that the term is only acquiring its outlines in the Russian public discourse. It is used carefully and137
with reservations. Nevertheless, the fact of its usage in the speech of the Russian President tells us, that soon138
the concept will be used more widely.139

When Putin mentioned the term Collective West for the first time, he spoke about the situation in Belarus.140
For the moment Belarus is the Russian ally in the Eastern Europe, frankly speaking, the last one. For the Russian141
President was very important to support the current political regime of Alexander Lukashenko and to draw this142
virtual line between Russia and its allies and the Collective West. ”But today this practice is degenerating into143
something much more dangerous -I mean the recently known facts of a direct attempt to organize a coup d’état144
in Belarus and the assassination of the President of this country. At the same time, it is a common place, that145
even such flagrant actions do not find condemnation of the so-called collective West.146

Nobody just seems to notice this. Everyone pretends that nothing is happening at all”. numerous Russian147
proposals to establish an international dialogue in the field of information and cyber security”.148

The Collective West is depicted as the actor, that has ”crossed all the borders”. What borders were meant?149
Now no geographical or territorial physical borders were crossed by the Western countries. Apparently, the150
Russian President meant some symbolic or transcendental borders. At the same time in the Russian language,151
the collocation «to cross the border” also has the following synonyms -”to go to extremes”, ”to go too far”. So152
here, President Putin means not the real or symbolic borders, but the behavior of the Collective West, which153
does not follow any rules. The actor, that interfere in the affairs of other countries -”The way no one thought154
about the fate of Ukraine when the coup was carried out in this country”.155

Official Russian position towards the West is still rather radical: ”We really don’t want to burn bridges. But156
if someone perceives our good intentions as indifference or weakness and himself intends to finally burn or even157
blow up these bridges, he should know that Russia’s response will be asymmetric, quick and harsh”. Here I would158
like to point the reader’s attention to the word asymmetric. This is not only a warning, but already a kind of a159
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11 A) TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCE OF RUSSIAN-WEST NEGOTIATIONS

threat. President Putin attempted to pose the conditions, under which Russia will not use the hard power: ”But160
I hope that no one will think of crossing the so-called red line in relation to Russia. And where it will take place,161
we will determine in each specific case ourselves”. As we see for the Russian President, it is crucially important162
to show the power and strength of Russia.163

7 IV. Research Methodology for Concept164

Analysis in Media Sources165
The prerequisites for the development of the methodology originate in the research of the BRIC concept.166

??0 This approach is based on the perception, that the discourse by itself may influence the change of the167
real processes. The purpose of this research was to find out the context of the Collective West Concept usage168
in Russian Media sources. To manage the big amount of media recourses I had to decide whether to use the169
qualitive or quantitative methods. Since the task was to find the overall context of the concept usage in a vast170
amount of media resources and to describe and analyze the concept usage. That is why I decided to use the171
combination of qualitive and quantitative methods. ??0 V.172

8 The Collective West Concept in Conservative and Liberal173

Russian Media174
Since we have an opportunity to count the mentions of the Code (Collective West) in media Sources it will be175

useful for our purposes to show the whole distribution of the Code through the sample. As we can see on the chart176
(Tab 2), the concept collective West is mostly used by conservative and anti-Western Media as Russia Today,177
Rossiyskaya Gazeta, RIA Novosty etc. Mostly these types of media cite or discuss the official speeches of Russian178
politicians, bureaucrats, and diplomats. More often the term Collective West is used by Maria Zakharova, It179
is important to mention, that the President Putin’s’ speech for the Federal Assembly took place in April 2021,180
so a vast sample of messages were devoted to this event. We can conclude that in the current Russian media181
sphere the leading meaning makers are the top political elite and especially the President. Since the President182
has mentioned the term Collective West to designate the EU and USA, the vast pull of Russian Media sources183
began to use it widely. At the same time for the so called ”liberal” media the President’s discourse is not the184
source of meaning, so we can observe that the term Collective West is used less intensive.’185

At the first stage I have created a sample of Media messages, where the concept Collective West was used at186
least once. By means of machine way I have received a sample of 900 messages from the period from April 2020187
till April 2021. At the second stage I have loaded the sample for analysis to a special concept mining software188
(this time it was QDA Miner). ??1 At the third stage of research, I have coded the sample, using the following189
system of codes (Tab 1). I would like to point out, that the research task was to check -how the Collective West190
concept is used in Russian Media. And specifically -how this concept is correlated with four Western actors191
(NATO, Germany, Norway, and Estonia), and with Russia. After coding the sample, I have made measurements192
and came to several conclusions. This approach gives us an opportunity to combine the qualitive and quantitative193
methods. First let’s look at the distribution of correlations between codes in the given sample. Collective West194
is closer to Russia (0. 035), then goes NATO (0.023), Germany (0,011) and USA (0,005). Norway and Estonia195
have never been mentioned together with the Collective West concept within the given sample of texts. Now we196
propose to investigate the text itself to understand the context of the concept’s usage.197

9 VII.198

10 Collective West -Russia199

The Collective West concept collects all the mainstream ideas about the West or Western Countries, which are200
widely spread in the Russian political discourse in the after Crimea period.201

11 a) Traumatic experience of Russian-West negotiations202

From the point of view of Russia Media the Collective West is an untrustworthy partner for Russia, whereas203
during the hard period of 90s of the XX century the West acted in its own interests and has used the weakness204
of Russia in its own interests. ”Russia has already ”paid a heavy price” when it trusted the ”collective West” in205
the 1990s. However, now the words of Western countries are not perceived as a guide to action, and Russia is206
acting independently”. ??2 Now Russian political actors are proud of being independent from the Western will207
and interests. And the main problem for Russia in the Russian -Western relations now is the Western attempt to208
impose its model and system of values on the other countries. Such an attempt was also done towards Russia in209
the 90s, but as a vast political science literature point out, this attempt was unsuccessful. ??3 implementation of210
liberal rules in economy and democratic rules in political system resulted in the growth of ”gray zones”, mafia,211
unstable and corrupted political system, etc. That is why the Western programs now are perceived as ”betrayal”,212
but not the aid or anything else. ”We have already heard a lot from the collective West or directly from each213
country, from the political leadership over the year, over the past years, even over decades,” Zakharova said. 24214
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12 b) Expansion of Western Values215

Generally, the current western politics is depicted in Russian Media as the expansion of western way of life and216
institutions: ”One group of countries after the end of the Cold War declared a claim to world leadership, and217
any attempt to challenge it is presented as a threat to world security. Now much that China, Russia, the SCO218
countries offer, is interpreted by the United States and the collective West in this way -a threat to the world219
order”. ??5 And the leading role in this configuration is given to ”Washington in the camp of the ”collective West”220
and the emphasis on military force and barracks discipline inherent in the Americans (”everything is for our own,221
for the enemies -the law”). ??6 Moreover, the Collective West does not only promote its values and ”invites222
Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova to unite in an alliance to counter Russia”, Some countries in European Union will223
argue, that the USA international politics does not reflect the position of the whole West. But from the point224
of view of Russian political officials and pro-power Media, USA and NATO are the core of the ”collective West225
camp”, so in this simplistic picture of the World everything is logic. ??7 but also ”aims to repeat the Ukrainian226
scenario in Russia. (?) The West, ?, primarily pursues the goal of removing the President of Russia and his227
entourage”. ”Another permanently unstable post-Soviet country, Kyrgyzstan, also reminded of itself. Can we228
talk about the growth of the ”zone of disorder” in Central Asia? There is an opinion: if Russia loses its position229
in the region, competitors -the collective West and China -will enter it.” 29230

13 c) Russia as the Only Fighter against Western Expansion231

So from the point of view of the geopolitical situation Russia remains the only protection for the post-Soviet232
space against the expansion of the Collective West.233

At the same time, Russia is depicted as ”the only country in the world that categorically does not suit NATO234
centrism? Russia is in Europe, we are at the forefront, and we objectively have much less freedom of maneuver235
than, for example, our partners in the BRICS or SCO”. ??0 Here we are moving towards the unique Russian or236
Eurasian world or identity, which oppose the expansion of the Collective West towards the East. ”Russia itself,237
judging by the rhetoric of our politicians, political scientists and other fighters of the information war with the238
”collective West”, is, as it were, not Europe, but a ”special civilization”. ??1 ”Russia will remain ”irrevocable,239
irreversible” ”enemy forever” for the collective West” 32 The Collective West concept is mostly effective for the240
internal politics, as it helps to create the besieged fortress regime inside Russia -”The next sanctions of the241
collective West against Russia will make our country only stronger”.242

At the same time there is an understanding, that Europe and USA, as well as separate European countries243
have different attitudes towards the Russia and international affairs. But for the internal political discourse this244
concept is rather convenient. ??3 As soon as the Collective West behave itself like this towards Russia, Russian245
politics towards the West will be symmetrical, or even asymmetrical (as we can see in Putin’s speech) -”This246
is not only a call for the patriotic consolidation of Russian citizens and elites, but also a message for a foreign247
audience (primarily political and expert): Russia is putting forward a programmatic alternative to the trends248
that have captured the collective West, which do not find support from a significant part of the inhabitants of249
Europe and America”. 34250

14 d) Collective West as Untrustworthy Partner251

Describing the strategy of the Collective West towards Russia the Russian politicians and Media depict principles252
have already been destroyed by the collective West” ??5 . In this information context Russia is a victim, but not253
the aggressor -”the collective West has been demonstrating a ”hostile attitude towards Russia” for a thousand254
years, and many elites have changed during this time”, 36 ”various methods are used to contain Russia, including255
the imposition of sanctions, political pressure, disinformation campaigns and interference in internal affairs”. ??7256
At the same time Russia is depicted as an actor, that is open to the dialogue and negotiations. But ”the European257
Union and the United States continue to talk about sanctions with maniacal persistence. This is how the press258
secretary of the Russian president Dmitry Peskov assessed the current relations of Russia with the collective259
West”. 38260

15 e) Collective West does not Understand Russia261

From the point of view of Russian politicians,” the West does not understand our inner life, our grassroots life,262
not at the level of authorities, governments and so on, but at the level of ordinary people”. ??9 At the same263
time the European politics towards Russia is perceived in Russia as not very farsighted -”What is important is264
that the collective West is in a hurry only to blame Russia for the danger and worries Moscow for the average265
person on the continent. This is necessary to ”fork out” the country for security, but the Europeans frankly do266
not believe that Europe will be protected by the United States”. 40267

16 f) Collective West Unite Against Russia268

One of the most dangerous from the point of view of securitization process is the fact, that Russian Media percept269
the Collective West as a real unity, which mobilizes and integrates against the supposed Russia aggression -”The270
topic «Russia as a Common Enemy» is very convenient. And anti-Russian rhetoric will be used to strengthen271
this unity”.272
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21 COLLECTIVE WEST -GERMANY

17 Collective West -NATO273

The Collective West is a kind of simulacra and creating of such is one of effective ”weapons” in the Informational274
War. It is not quite clear, where the collective West is situated geographically, but its place is well defined in the275
information area. We have pro-Western Media (Meduza, Dozhd’), we have international (mostly pro-Western276
agents, among organizations, as well as among the individual persons), we have the pro-Western liberal discourse277
as a marker of so-called anti-Russian and anti-patriotic ”propaganda”. So, if geographically it will be difficult278
to define if any specific country belongs to the Collective West, on the level of information communication and279
Media such classification is done rather quickly and precisely.280

NATO is the most frequent correlation code together with the Collective West in the given sample. But here281
once more is the question -is NATO a part of the Collective West, or something else? The qualitive analysis of282
the correlations between the codes gives several contexts of NATO concept usage together with the Collective283
West.284

18 a) NATO as a Part of Collective West285

NATO is included in the Collective West concept, as well as the European Union: ”This is a political action that286
should be viewed as a link in a chain, in a chain of everything that this very collective West isboth the European287
Union and NATO”, 43 ”the collective West -both NATO and the EU -must maintain unity and security”. ??4288

19 b) NATO as an Instrument of the Collective West289

At the same time, NATO is also an instrument for Western expansion to the East: ”Unfortunately, the collective290
West chose a different path -it chose the option of expanding NATO to the East, 45 ”as experts note, after291
the collapse of the ATS, the promises of the collective West not to expand NATO were not fulfilled”. ??6292
politologi-ozhidaiut-bolee-agressivnoe-otnoshenie-ssha-k-rf-pribaidene ??2293

20 ( )294

Here once more we can see the indication of untrustworthy West, which uses NATO as an instrument for the295
expansion to the East.296

It will be also important to mention, that Russian Media sometimes use conspiracy theories: ”Unexpectedly for297
the political elite of NATO countries, the development of events in relations between Moscow and the collective298
West since 2000 did not follow the scenario that was written for Russia even before the 90s of the last century”.299
??7 It is interesting to mention, that the variety of conspiracy theories can still be found in the official and300
public political discourse in Russia. ??8 Of course Russian Media and public politicians don’t aspire the open301
arm conflict with NATO, so it is important, that ”Russia’s relations with the collective West, continued in the302
diplomatic service, did not undergo any changes for the better, but overall, the tension in interaction with NATO303
was partly smoothed out, which became possible thanks to the introduction of a unilateral moratorium by the304
Russian Federation on the deployment of ground-based intermediate and shorter-range missiles in Europe”. ??9305
For Russian Media it is very important to underline the unity of the Western Countries and NATO. We can find306
the following explanation for this phenomenon in Russian Media -Western politicians are ”in principle, forbidden307
to cooperate with Russia in the implementation of important projects”. Several American politicians and experts308
perceive such cooperation as a betrayal of the interests of the collective West (which, of course, are determined309
only by the United States) and as a split in NATO”. ??0 IX.310

21 Collective West -Germany311

In preliminary conclusion for this analysis -NATO is included in the Collective West Concept when Russian312
media use both of these terms. But NATO is mostly perceived as an instrument by which the Collective West313
implements its plans, especially plans against Russia and Eastern expansion. ??1 Further, the main news occasion314
to speak about the Collective West and Germany was the Navalny Case. As soon as Navalny himself is depicted315
as an enemy of Russia, Germany also is depicted as a country, that is somehow in conflict with Russia: ”Thus,316
it turns out that behind the back of a weak, dependent person stands the collective West in the person of317
Germany, the United States and a number of other countries, and this weak person, for some reason, begins to318
vilify everything that is sacred and dear to the citizens of Russia”. ??2 The situation with Navalny is mostly319
called ”an unreasonable irritant in interaction with Germany and a number of other countries of the collective320
West”. Moreover Navalny is depicted as ”the agent of the Collective West” (once more we see the variant of321
a conspiracy theory). ??3 So after the incident is over Russian politicians are ready to return to more serious322
issues in Russian -West confrontation. So, the attitude of the German politicians regarding the Navalny case323
was surprising for Russia. It was an irrationally serious reaction from the German side, as the Russian media it324
has depicted: ”After German Chancellor Angela Merkel publicly called the incident with blogger Alexei Navalny325
”poisoning”, the collective West demands an explanation from Russia ??4 In this example of German presence326
in Russian Media, we can see that the Collective West concept is used, when the information context is negative.327
Germany becomes a part of the Collective West, when it is in confrontation with Russia: ”They (the neo-Nazis)328
received freedom of action in many respects from their governments -when Russophobia merges with Nazism,329
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the European authorities do not see it point-blank, since for the collective West Russia is an enemy that needs330
to be surrounded from all sides and imposed with sanctions. How similar it is to attempts to ”pacify” Hitler on331
the eve of World War II!” . And from the official Russian position it was just a dramatization of poisoning by332
Navalny and his allies. there are no significant correlations between the Collective West Concept and Estonia333
and Norway. Of course, there are mentions of these countries in the sample, but it is not very significant in334
comparison to NATO and Germany.335

X.336

22 Collective Westusa337

Additionally, I have also looked at the correlation between the Collective West concept and the USA, which338
is depicted mostly as the leading country in the Collective West: ”Under the Biden administration, the US339
and EU are consolidating on an anti-Russian basis. Sanctions are a way to show the ideological position340
and synchronization of actions with the EU, which is extremely important for the United States, to visually341
demonstrate the revival of the collective West, which weakened sharply during the presidency of Donald Trump,342
when the United States and the European Union acted asynchronously”. ??6 In the new circumstances after343
Donald Trump resignation the Collective West from the point of view of Russian Media experts will become more344
united and stronger. And their main task will be to struggle with Russia: ”It is becoming increasingly clear that345
since the inauguration of the 46th US President Joseph Biden, the collective West has embarked on a course346
of confrontation with Moscow”. ??7 Thus, new Biden administration will obviously increase the confrontation347
together with the European partners: ”Moreover, motives dictated by the spirit of the times, when relations with348
the European Union and the United States do not raise doubts that the ”collective West” is waging a serious349
propaganda campaign against Russia” 58 Third, the Collective West has some negative characteristics such as:350
expansionism, untrustworthy, aggression, intervention into internal politics of other countries, double standards351
politics. All these features make the Collective West Concept rather suitable for securitization.352

23 XII. The Collective West Securitization353

As we see in the discourse and concept analysis above, the process of the Collective West securitization is grooving354
steadily. According to B. Buzan theory, securitization is a process where issues turn into matters of security 59 1.355
The rise of an issue on the agenda. First the Collective Wets concept was used by the academics, and gradually356
it was noticed by politicians and was incorporated into their discourse.357

. According to the theory there are several steps towards securitization, and we can observe, how the Collective358
West become more and more securitized in the Russian public and political discourse. Therefore, the simplification359
and generalization of an actor leads to the increasing securitization effect. The Collective West is becoming a360
solid concept with the negative connotation. At the same time, it is not always obvious what concrete countries361
are included into the concept. The Collective West is a system of anti-Russian values. It acquires the unified362
features, which may be not the case.363

24 Act as deterrence. As the364

But at the same time there is also the West and separate Western countries, with which the dialogue is still365
possible. Moreover, is Russia being of course not the part of a Collective West; the conceptual dialogue is Russia366
a part of the West or not -is still on the public Russian agenda.367

The Russian Mass Media played a crucial role in the securitization of the Collective West. As soon as B. Buzan368
argue -”the labeling of an issue as an existential threat for a specific referent object does not necessary constitute369
securitization. For the latter to happen, the audience must accept the security move, or at least tolerate it” 60370
XIII.371

25 Conclusion372

. As we can see in the case of Putin speech in 2021 and the speed of Collective West concept propagation through373
the Mass Media, the concept is tolerated and recognized as a threat.374

In the result of the analysis presented above I have come to several conclusions. In this paper we have shown375
the growth of a selected concept from the analytical term towards the securitization instrument for internal376
political discourse. Moreover, in this example I have shown how simplification goes to escalation of securitization377
of discourse.378

The Collective West Concept appeared in academic literature in 2006 as an attempt to find a suitable term for379
all the Western countries. In the beginning, there was no special emotional stress on it. Moreover, it has appeared380
before the Putin’s Munich Speech and the start of Russian -West confrontation. After 2014 the escalation of381
confrontation was so strong, that Russian diplomats and politicians needed a special term to name the European382
countries and the USA. Since the USA and EU in some cases made similar decisions towards Russia, the last383
needed to somehow oppose itself. Therefore, Minister Lavrov started to use the concept of ”historical West”. And384
since 2018 he uses the Collective West concept in his speeches. In 2021 we were able to hear this term from the385
Russian President. In addition, since then the Collective West became popular in Russian Media. It is important386
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to mention, that the Collective West concept is more used in so called conservative Media, and the Liberal ones387
use it less and even put in quotes.388

The collective West concept is not very productive for real diplomatic work. If we really would like to discuss389
the current situation in relations between Russia and separate European countries and the USA, it will be of390
a little help. However, if the goal is to influence the public opinion and to create the atmosphere of Russian391
-Western confrontation, this concept appears to be rather useful. The Collective West is more of a kind of392
simulacra, which may be used for informational ??0 Buzan, B., Waever, O. and de Wilde, J. (1998). Security:393
A New Framework for Analysis. Lynne Rienner Press: Boulder, Colorado. confrontation and internal politics.394
By means of this concept Russian politicians and some experts explain the situation in international politics,395
legitimize the past and future Russian decisions. If we look at the most important risks that are depicted in the396
Russian way of speaking and thinking about the Russian -West confrontation, they will be the following.397

Russia is a Strong Country. Current Russian President and political elites are afraid to appear weak. What398
does it mean for Russia to show weakness? -from the discourse analysis we can conclude that it means to make399
concessions, ”lose face” at the international level. What are the signs of weakness for Russia on the international400
arena? First -to lose some part of sovereignty, to allow other countries to behave themselves without respect to401
Russian interests.402

Above we have discussed the Russian understanding of the term ”to cross the border”. It is important to403
mention, that Russia have some specific understanding of the problem of borders.404

Vladimir Putin: Russia’s border ’doesn’t end anywhere’ Border problem. Due to the fact, that the topic of405
borders is still painful and unresolved for Russia at the existential level (there is no clear understanding of where406
these borders are, we live in a ”matryoshka” situation*), Russia is building a defensive position and ”red lines”407
to protect itself. The discourse reflects -”do not cross our boundaries, otherwise we will answer symmetrically/408
asymmetrically”.409

It is important that there are several marginal concepts and projects of redefining boundaries from a historical410
perspective.411

”I would like to remind you that what was called Novorossiya back in the tsarist days -Kharkov, Lugansk,412
Donetsk, Kherson, Nikolayev and Odessa -were not part of Ukraine back then?The center of that territory was413
Novorossiysk, so the region is called Novorossiya. Russia lost these territories for various reasons, but the people414
remained.” (Vladimir Putin, 2014) *”Matryoshka” of Russian Borders -Russian borders are movable. There are415
internationally recognized borders, the zone of Russian interests that is post-Soviet space, and the so-called Russia416
World borders on the map, there are borders of residence of the population with a Russian passport. Which of417
these borders will Russia protect, and will it have enough resources for this? At one point, the idea of sovereign418
autonomous development prevailed over cooperation and dialogue. Perceptual errors. The transitional political419
regimes of the post-Soviet space hindered the effective development of the growth of the EU project and the420
American project of the worldwide triumph of democracy. At the same time, it is also necessary to consider the421
economic interests of the West. From this stems Russia’s perception of assistance to the democratic development422
of the post-Soviet states as interference in sovereignty and violation of the boundaries of Russia’s interests.423

Therefore, the Collective West is a very useful Concept for Russian Media discourse -it has special424
characteristics (aggression, untrustworthy, double standards, expansion, etc.) and due to them becomes a clear425
enemy for Russia in the issues described above. First, the Collective West threatens different Russian borders426
(from real ones by means of NATO enlargement, to symbolic ones by cultural expansion); second, it adheres to427
double standards, as the Collective West protect its own borders, but intervene in other countries internal and428
external politics; finally, the Collective West is untrustworthy partner, as it has betrayed Russia in the 90s of XX429
cent and wanted to make Russia weak and unstable.430

Considering other countries, and I have tested the sample with Norway and Estonia and concluded, that in431
the overall massive of news their role is not depicted as something important. Due to the trend to simplification432
of the ”enemy” Russian Media discourse avoid any complexity and depict the international relations as a simple433
confrontation between Russia and the Collective West, which is mostly presented by NATO, USA, and some434
powerful European countries, such as Germany.435

So, the Collective West is a clear and simple Concept for further securitization of Russian Media discourse.436
And now the portrait of the West is more and more often reflected through the concept of collective West. Thus,437
we have the following trends, illustrated by the Collective West Concept usage in Russian Media.438

1. If the counterparty is not clear, we do not trust. The spiral of mistrust is twisting, as we are increasingly439
broadcasting clichés and simplified verbal formulas, rather than a deeper analysis of the counterparty’s motivation.440
2. If we simplify it, we collapse to a certain collective image. 3. The stronger the escalation of the conflict, the441
stronger the control over public discourse within the country. There are fewer and fewer alternative discourses.442
So, the complexity of Western actors moves on back side in Russian Media Discourse. They are more interested443
in discussing confrontation between Russia and Collective West. Local issues with separate European countries444
such as Norway or Estonia are not so interesting for Russian Media. Germany and NATO occupy a larger volume445
of information space, and they are more often associated with the concept Collective West (along with the USA).446
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-that is how the situation is presented
in Russian Media.
XI. The Collective West Concept as
it is used in Russian Media
Some overall conclusionsaboutthe
configuration of the Collective West Concept in Russian
media. First, the concept is usually a way to name EU
and USA together. But Collective West -is an active and
powerful West. Not all the Western countries belong to
the Collective West.
Second, the Collective West -as a group of
Western countries, that are against Russia. If there are
no evident conflict issues in relations with some Western
country, the Collective West concept is dropped out
from the media discourse.

[Note: 56]

Figure 6:

3. Legitimize the past acts and reproduce existing
securitizations. As soon as the Collective West
reproduce more and more ”unfriendly” acts, the
Crimean decision was and remain legitimate from
the point of view of Russian political establishment.
4. Acquire more control. The current securitizing
discourse near the Collective West concept create
for Russia a room for maneuver in the future. It
helps to legitimate the future possible decisions and
activities.
So, the Collective West concept steadily
becomes more and more securitized and effectively
used to explain and legitimize the past and future
political decisions. It is interesting that when separate
countries such as Germany, Norway or Estonia are
discussed, we can notice less radical negative effect.

Figure 7:

1

Base Code COLLECTIVE WEST
Codes NATO

GERMANY
NORWAY
RUSSIA
ESTONIA

Figure 8: Table 1 :
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2

Value Frequency Total Percent
?????? 203 22,70%
RT 53 5,90%
?????????? ?????? 48 5,40%
?????????? ?????????? 45 5,00%
??? ??????? 45 5,00%
?????.?? 44 4,90%
???? 44 4,90%
??????.?? 43 4,80%
?? Regnum 41 4,60%
??????? 37 4,10%
????????????? ?????? 32 3,60%
???????? 30 3,30%
KP.RU 29 3,20%

Figure 9: Table 2 :

3

Code Number of men-
tions

% of mentions Number of
cases

RUSSIA 6685 3190,0% 758
GERMANY 3514 1680,0% 317
COLLECTIVE WEST 1000 480,0% 878
NATO 681 320,0% 196
ESTONIA 18 10,0% 8
NORWAY 6 0,0% 6

Figure 10: Table 3 :
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Therefore, the Collective West is a good instrument for securitization of Russian attitude towards West especially447
for internal political needs. 1 2 3 4 5 6448

1For example: Sukhankin S. (2019) The Western Alliance in the Face of the Russian (Dis)Information Machine:
Where Does Canada Stand? / Canadian Global Affairs Institute. Vol. 12:26.

2For example, see the RISS papers URL: https://en.riss.ru/ 3 Wilhelmsen J. (2020) Spiraling toward a
New Cold War in the North? The Effect of Mutual and Multifaceted Securitization. Journal of Global
Security Studies, 0(0), 1-19.; Baekken, H., & Enstad, J. D. (2020). Identity under Siege: Selective
Securitization of History in Putin’s Russia. The Slavonic and East European Review, 98(2), 321-344.
https://doi.org/10.5699/slaveasteurorev2.98.2.0321 4 Axelrod R. (1976) The Analysis of Cognitive Maps.
Structure of Decision: The Cognitive Maps of Political Elites, Princeton University Press. 5 Shehata, S. (2009)
Concept Mining: A Conceptual Understanding based Approach.

3On the contrary ”Vostok” as Rising.7 Kimmage M. (2000) The Abandonment of the West. Basic Books.
4??????? ???????????? ????????????? ??Ð?” ?????? ?.?. ?????????, ??????, 17 ????? 2016 ????. URL:

https://www.mid. ru/web/guest/foreign_policy/news/-/asset_publisher/cKNonkJE02Bw/ content/id/2157393
18 ???????? ???????? ??????????? ??? ?????? ?.?.??????? ???????????? ??????? «????????»,
??????, 3 ??? 2018 ???? URL: https://www.mid.ru/web/guest/foreign_policy/international_safety/confli cts/-
/asset_publisher/xIEMTQ3OvzcA/content/id/3206154 19 ???????? ?????????? ???????????? ????????. ??????,
21.04.2021. URL: http://www.kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/ messages/65418 © 2022 Global Journals
Volume XXII Issue I Version I 3 ( )

5The Collective West Concept and SelectedWestern Actors (Germany, Norway, Estonia, NATO) in the Russian
Media: Post-Crimea Dynamics

6Albert, M. and Buzan, B. (2011). ”Securitization, Sectors and Functional Differentiation”. Security Dialogue.
Volume 42, Issue 4. pp. 413-425.
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